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Key Points
The main point of this white paper is that that developing a Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) is a
huge technology challenge that needs a sustained rocket engineering effort, even if plans for
Mars Sample Return (MSR) happen to slip further into the future. A MAV is a unique new thing
that might not be ready to support the currently envisioned timeline for MSR. Even if a MAV is
not ready for a sample return lander to depart from Earth in 2026 or 2028, building and testing
prototype MAVs will need a steady ongoing effort, in order for MSR to ultimately succeed.
A serious effort toward MAV development has been postponed for decades, essentially waiting
for MSR plans to be in place. However, there are reasons to be concerned that the order of
events might need to be reversed. Namely, MSR planning may need to wait for successful MAV
development. The reason is that it may be overoptimistic to assume that a MAV engineering
effort will fit into predetermined budgets and schedules for MSR.
The MAV is going to be the most amazing little rocket ever built. Considering the large velocity
change it needs to deliver (~4,000 m/s) and its high thrust-to-mass ratio (on the order of 10
m/s^2), the MAV needs to be a miniature launch vehicle, not a spacecraft in the usual sense.
The MAV will be far more capable than any past or present spacecraft or missile of its small
size. Ascending from Mars to orbit is entirely different from launching off the moon, due to the
far higher speed and acceleration requirements, along with atmospheric drag [1].
If a MAV could be very small (<100 kg), as was hoped circa 1998, then MSR likely could have
been done by now. After many MAV design studies, separated by multi-year periods of relative
inactivity, no one really knows how small a MAV can be, how long it will take to bring to
fruition, or how much payload mass can realistically be expected.
The difficulty of making a smaller MAV is the primary reason why returning samples is presently
envisioned as a separate mission from science rovers. Nevertheless, it remains unproven that a
MAV can be small enough to send to Mars during the coming decade, along with its Mars
launch support equipment and environmental survival aids such as temperature control. The
present delivery capability for a Mars lander is roughly one metric ton, as exemplified by the
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL, "Curiosity") and Mars 2020 ("Perseverance").
No one really even knows what kind of rocket technology will turn out to make a MAV that is
functional, reliable, and affordable. Different engineering design studies have reached a variety
of conclusions, because assumptions are necessarily somewhat arbitrary and hopeful in the
absence of sufficient experience building and testing miniature launch vehicles. One strong
indication of top-level uncertainty is the major redirection of MAV research in 2019. Early in
2018, a notional single-stage, hybrid propellant (solid fuel + liquid oxidizer) MAV design was
presented to MEPAG as the likely solution [2], and it subsequently received a favorable mention

in the Decadal midterm review [3]. However, as of early 2020, a two-stage solid propellant
MAV design is being favored [4, 5]. Another future redirection cannot be ruled out.
A huge part of the MAV development problem is that creative engineering work is likely
necessary to realize unusually light weights for propulsion components, but funding for MAV
efforts has come with limited timelines and optimism that intellectual leaps are not needed.
No one really knows to what extent MAV development needs to include trial-and-error building
and testing, as opposed to only needing a schedule-budget-design-build-fly effort.
To restate the main key point, MSR is more likely to ultimately happen if MAV development
continues steadily, as opposed to going dormant in the event that plans for MSR are
postponed. For the previous decadal survey, NASA technology leaders wrote that MAV flight
testing (in Earth's thin upper atmosphere) should occur 4-5 years before Earth departure,
enabled by component technology readiness 7-8 years in advance [6]. Based on this 2009
assessment, MAV team efforts to meet the 2026 date will be heroic.
Further Discussion of the Key Points
A MAV will be something entirely new, so it should not be surprising if the MAV team will need
to include a significant amount of new or expanded technical expertise. Considering the
uniqueness of a MAV, in the event of a lapse in the effort, there may not be another program or
a customer to pay for continuity of the specialized expertise. One hypothetical possibility is
that a MAV would be similar to the upper stage of a very small Earth launch vehicle. While such
a tiny launch vehicle could put individual cubesats in Earth orbit, investment is uncertain
because economies of scale work against business sustainability [7].
Any commercial effort, to develop the kind of rocket technology needed for a MAV, is unlikely
to find a sustainable market. For the sake of contrast, consider that imaging sensor expertise
applies to essentially all planetary science missions, while advances in the underlying
technology are associated with huge markets for digital cameras. MAV propulsion technology
might find applications to other science spacecraft, perhaps lunar surface access, but lunar
landing and return do not need rockets as special as a MAV [1].
Considering the potential need for trial-and-error MAV development, one shining example of
such activity has been provided by SpaceX for Earth launch vehicle development. Amazing
successes, along with whole new capabilities, have been made possible only by many unwanted
setbacks in testing. It might be wrong to assume in advance that the MAV team will be able to
make the components as lightweight as needed, without similar trial-and-error testing.
The primary engineering challenge for a MAV is to make all the parts unusually lightweight
relative to the propellant mass, in a final assembled configuration. Therefore, there is really no

such thing as "having MAV technology in hand" without a complete MAV. The widely used
metric for Technology Readiness Level (TRL scale) for example, does not directly recognize
"lightweight enough to fly" versus "too heavy to fly."
Special efforts to reduce the mass of parts were highlighted in a paper about the smallest
rocket to ever reach Earth orbit, the Japanese SS-520-5, in 2018 [8]. The latest MAV design
papers do not emphasize such efforts, which will become essential in the near future [9, 10].
MAV technology is not known well enough to even select a particular propellant, or a particular
number of stages, in advance. This statement is supported by the fact that decades of MAV
design studies have reached a wide variety of conclusions. The primary reason for the
uncertainty is the need for unusually high propulsive capability to be built into an unusually
small rocket propelled vehicle.
A sustained effort toward MAV development is way overdue, after decades of interest in MSR
with mostly only design studies for MAV concepts. The postponement is one reason why the
Mars 2020 mission is one large rover, instead of potentially a smaller rover that carries a small
MAV. No one really knows how small a MAV can be, or how big and heavy a MAV needs to be
in order to be successful. Therefore, the Mars ascent payload size might need iteration.
In conclusion, the ultimate long-term science value of MSR strongly supports the value of an
ongoing sustained MAV development program, regardless of actual MSR mission plans. Years
of engineering development, with at least some iterative design and testing, including multiple
flight tests, will most likely be needed to result in a mission-capable MAV.
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